Lee Thornton Dissertation Fellowship for AY 2023-24

College of Behavioral and Social Sciences
William Grant, Anthropology

Ann G. Wylie Dissertation Fellowships for AY 2023-24

College of Agriculture and Natural Sciences
Peixi Chang, Comparative Biomedical Sciences
Yanli Chen, Comparative Biomedical Sciences
Si Fan, Nutrition and Food Science
Margaret Anne Hines, Animal Sciences
Sarah Emily Rothman, Environmental Science and Technology

School of Architecture, Planning, and Preservation
Bi’Anncha T Andrews, Urban and Regional Planning and Design

College of Arts and Humanities
Saban Agalar, History
Zachary Johnson, American Studies
Lenora Renee Knowles, Women’s Studies
Adreanna D Nattiel, Women’s Studies
Valentina Belen Rosales, Comparative Literature
Shalom Rosenberg, Comparative Literature
Lillian Thomas Wies, Art History and Archaeology

College of Behavioral and Social Sciences
Devin Butler, Psychology
Arynn Simone Byrd, Hearing and Speech Sciences
Xueyuan Gao, Geographical Sciences
Constanza Hurtado, Sociology
Ruohan Li, Geographical Sciences
Jingwen Liu, Sociology
Samantha Jordan Primiano, Anthropology
Elisabeth B Powell, Geographical Sciences
Alvaro Nicolas Silva Uribe, Economics
Rachel M Thompson, Neuroscience and Cognitive Science
Erin Elizabeth Tinney, Criminology and Criminal Justice
Daniela Vazquez, Neuroscience and Cognitive Science

College of Computer, Mathematical, and Natural Sciences
Daniel Birtles, Biochemistry
Renee Ti Chou, Biological Sciences
Danyon Miles Fischbach, Chemistry
Nakul Garg, Computer Science

The Graduate School University of Maryland
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Ann G. Wylie Dissertation Fellowships for AY 2023-24, continued

College of Computer, Mathematical, and Natural Sciences
Nora David Hamovit, Biological Sciences
Emily Katherine Hockey, Chemistry
Chenzi Jin, Mathematics
Shoken Eckhart Kaneko, Computer Science
Bo Nan, Chemistry
Akshay Jitendrakumner Patel, Biological Sciences
Spandan Pathak, Biophysics
Katie Kolb Reding, Entomology
Dedi Wang, Biophysics
Shuo Yan, Mathematics
Haipeng Zhang, Atmospheric and Oceanic Science
Jinyi Zhu, Biological Sciences

College of Education
Cameron Joseph Busacca, International Education Policy

A. James Clark School of Engineering
Faraz Ahmed Burni, Chemical Engineering
Victoria Castagna Ferrari, Materials Science and Engineering
Romanus Joshua Hutchins, Bioengineering
Daniel Henry Levy, Bioengineering
Shuke Li, Materials Science and Engineering
Lu Liu, Chemical Engineering
Maria Jose Rodriguez, Civil Engineering
Adarsh Jagan Sathyamoorthy, Electrical and Computer Engineering
Guangyao Shi, Electrical and Computer Engineering
Nariman Torkzaban, Electrical and Computer Engineering
Zeyi Wang, Chemical Engineering
Weidi Yin, Mechanical Engineering
Weiran Zhang, Materials Science and Engineering

Philip Merrill College of Journalism
Dinfin Koyonjo Mulupi, Journalism Studies

Robert H. Smith School of Business
Zhen Ye, Business and Management

School of Information Studies
Utkarsh Dwivedi, Information Studies
Salma Elsayed-Ali, Information Studies
Xin Qian, Information Studies

School of Public Health
Sahra Ibrahimi, Maternal and Child Health
Taehyun Kim, Health Services Research
Nicole Ernestine Sieck, Environmental Health Sciences
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University of Maryland
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